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L1_STO_Cha`Dak:
::waits for Crypto to check his thumbrint on the PADD::

L2_XO_Fielding:
::sitting around on a Shuttle of Some Kind, Under Arrest.  How Totally Exciting...::

L1_AS_Khorgh:
::after seeing the SO debating and everything settling down he moves solowly and carefully behind Crypto::

L1_CO_Williams:
::Initiates transport to the surface::

L1_CP_Rofax:
::stands near the others, weapons ready::

Cyrpto:
::Nods at Cha'Dak and dissappears::

L2_XO_Fielding:
::Wonders if the Good Colonel has a Pretzel or Three::

L1_STO_Cha`Dak:
Crypto: Wait!

L1_STO_Cha`Dak:
Crypto: Where do you think you're going?

L1_STO_Cha`Dak:
::follows Crypto::

ACTION: armed guards storm the room

L1_CO_Williams:
::looks around for his team members::

L1_CP_Rofax:
::eyes the armed guards and charges weapons::

L1_AS_Khorgh:
::putlls out both disruptors he carries::

L1_STO_Cha`Dak:
::turns as the guards storm in, looking around for the CO::

L1_CO_Williams:
::Activates his com Link:: Computer: Initiate transport of all tagged individuals.

L1_STO_Cha`Dak:
L1: We must find the Captain!

L1_AS_Khorgh:
STO: Aye

ACTION: the Guards block all exits and raise their rifles

L1_AS_Khorgh:
STO: I will go left... ::moves off to the left to look for the captain

L1_STO_Cha`Dak:
::begins moving off towards where he last saw the CO::

SFMC_Col_Coonan:
XO: I should get quite the Bounty for you from my superiors...who exactly are you?

ACTION: All Lambda Team Members find themselves on the Bridge of a Starship

L2_XO_Fielding:
Colonel: I'm not sure... who do you think I am?  I was trying to figure that out when I got A... ::blinks::

L1_CP_Rofax:
::lowers weapons, slightly relieved::

L1_STO_Cha`Dak:
::looks around, trying to familiarise himself with his surroundings::

SFMC_Col_Coonan:
XO: well, obviously you are some type of weapons dealer

L1_CO_Williams:
::Looks around:: ALL: Welcome abourd the USS Infinate Justice.

L1_AS_Khorgh:
::checks the surroundings before loering his guard::

ACTION: Coonan and the XO are beamed aboard the Infinite Justice

L2_XO_Fielding:
Colonel: Oh.  Oh, yes, I Forgot for a moment there.  

L1_CP_Rofax:
CO: Aye, sir!

CE_O`Guinn:
::looks around the bridge moving to the engineer console taps in a few commands::

L1_STO_Cha`Dak:
::turns to the CO in relief:: CO: Greetings, captain.

SFMC_Col_Coonan:
All: What's this?

L1_CO_Williams:
::Looks up to see Colonell Coonan and the XO::

L1_AS_Khorgh:
:: mans security station trying to bring it back online::

L1_CP_Rofax:
::heads for the conn and takes a seat::

L2_XO_Fielding:
Colonel: Beats me... CO: Hi there...

L1_CO_Williams:
Coonan: Welcome aboar Colonell, nice of you to bring my XO with you.

L1_STO_Cha`Dak:
::moves towards the OPS station, checking all pertinent systems::

CE_O`Guinn:
::keys the commands to reboot the computer:: Self: Come on now this better be workin.

SFMC_Col_Coonan:
CO: XO? I don't understand...

CO_Williams:
::Princess lets out a low growl as she eyes the Colonell::

XO_Fielding:
::didn't quite "get" it, either, but figures that maybe they don't have to Pose Any More.  Cool.::

AS_Khorgh:
::smirks at the puzzeled look of the Col

CO_Williams:
CE: The main computer is offline, our weapons with it, I need to know if it can be rebooted without it locking us out.

CE_O`Guinn:
::watches the monitor as the system reboots taps in SFC command codes:: Self: Come on now ya can do it.

CO_Williams:
Coonan: All in good time COlonell

XO_Fielding:
::...especially since she wasn't particularly photogenic anyway...::

SFMC_Col_Coonan:
CO: Identify yourself, and this ship

CE_O`Guinn:
CO: I be tryin now sir.

CO_Williams:
CP: Find me the source of that transmission and the Constellation ship that has our warheads.

CE_O`Guinn:
::taps in th final sequence of codes staring at the monitor::

AS_Khorgh:
CO: Sensors and Shields online .... but the weapons are still off

XO_Fielding:
::stands around looking silly and wonders if she should take her station... yeah, that might be a good idea... shoves off to her station accordingly::

SFMC_Col_Coonan:
All: you are all under arrest!

XO_Fielding:
CO: He's very persuasive, isn't he, sir.

STO_Cha`Dak:
::glances up, to see the COs response::

XO_Fielding:
CO: That's how he got me, too.

CO_Williams:
XO: Send a tight beam signal to the Saginaw, have them prepare to dock in the shuttlebay

CE_O`Guinn:
::turns glaring at the Colonel turns going back to working on the computer::

XO_Fielding:
CO: Aye, sir.

XO_Fielding:
::encodes the message and sends it along to the Saginaw::

SFMC_Col_Coonan:
::Punches a button and watches as a Klingon and Vulcan in SF Special OPS Uniforms appear::

AS_Khorgh:
::still smirking to himself he keeps watching the sensors::

CP_Rofax:
::hand on weapon, charges it to stun and unholsters it to lay it in his lap::

CO_Williams:
Coonan: Sir if you would kindly stay out of my way, or help  I will be forced to confine you to the the brig::

STO_Cha`Dak:
::hand hovers over his phaser::

CE_O`Guinn:
::keys the reboot sequence again::

CO_Williams:
Coonan: I am Commander Williams, and you are onboard the USS Infinate Justice

SFMC_Col_Coonan:
CO: you got Credentials to back up this claim?

CE_O`Guinn:
::taps in commands to unlock all computer functions::

XO_Fielding:
CO: Message away, sir.

CO_Williams:
AS: Will you kindly see our visitor stays out of our hair ::points to Coonan::

CP_Rofax:
::drop his cloak to reveal a Starfleet issue uniform underneath::

ACTION: the Klingon makes his way up to the STO:: I am S'Cared, Son of Wuss! My house is strong!

AS_Khorgh:
:: sensor sweeps the area for any ships leaving the planet

STO_Cha`Dak:
::straightens:: S'Cared: I am K`hora, son of Cha`Dak. Our house has more honor than your house!!!

XO_Fielding:
::looks under her seat to see if there are any pretzels.  No luck.  Sheesh, is she the ONLY one to stock her station properly?!::

CO_Williams:
CE: Status on the Computer?

S'Cared:
ANY House has more honor than my house! ::laughs::

STO_Cha`Dak:
::laughs out loud, enjoying the joke::

CO_Williams:
SO: Coonan: What on earth is the Marine Corp doing here Colonell?

CE_O`Guinn:
CO: Still trying to unlock sir just key the commands to unlock the computer for the second time. Self: This be too much.

CE_O`Guinn:
CO: Sir I am heading down to ME to see if I can't do something from there.

STO_Cha`Dak:
::returns to monitoring communciations::

SFMC_Col_Coonan:
CO: Recon and Intel....there was some hard evidence that our suspect would be here...unfortunately, he was not

CO_Williams:
CE: If you have to do a cold reboot, we can reinitialize the computer corp and bring the federation programming back  online

ACTION: sensore detect a fresh ion trail

AS_Khorgh:
CO: I detect a ion trail leading away from the planet, sir

CE_O`Guinn:
::turns walking to the TL:: CO: Aye sir...but that is the last resort sir.

CO_Williams:
Coonan: Well you may have just ruined our chances at retrieving some highly prized and top secret weapons, for your career sake I hope not.

CE_O`Guinn:
::enters TL:: Computer: Main Engineering.

ACTION: the Vulcan goes over and sits next to the XO

CP_Rofax:
::reviews the Nova Class specs in his head... Length: 178.3m.... Width: 126.4m... Height: 45.1m... Mass: 40,000 metric tons...  Max Speed: Warp 8::

XO_Fielding:
AS: A ship?

AS_Khorgh:
XO: It seems that way, sir .

SFMC_Col_Coonan:
CO: the Vulcan is a field engineer....you may use him

CE_O`Guinn:
::exits TL heading to main console... taps in SF commands watches the monitor::

CO_Williams:
CP: Set course to persue...try to raise them.

AS_Khorgh:
:: trys to locate the ship::

CP_Rofax:
CO: Aye sir...  ::punches in pursuit course::

CE_O`Guinn:
Self: This be dandy on a ship with now weapons.

XO_Fielding:
::wonders if the ship is Federation or something else::

STO_Cha`Dak:
::begins scanning for any communications emenating from nearby::

CE_O`Guinn:
::taps comm badge:: *CO*: O'Guinn to Commander Williams.

CO_Williams:
Vulcan: Head down to main engineering and assist the CE

CP_Rofax:
::attempts to hail the ship::  CO: Course laid in, sir...

ACTION: the Vulcan does not hear the CO

XO_Fielding:
::looks at the Vulcan next to her oddly::

CO_Williams:
XO: So you go a handful of Houdini mines and I got a Nova Class Starship

XO_Fielding:
CO: Yes.  A nice combination, don't you think, sir?

ACTION: the Vulcan pulls out a "device" from his shirt pocket and types a message to the XO. "My Name is Pete"

ACTION: no answer

XO_Fielding:
Pete: Hi, Pete.  Are you a mime?

CE_O`Guinn:
*CO*: O'Guinn to Commander Williams.

CO_Williams:
AS: Since you bought the warheads, try to raise that vessel and see if its Cyrpto?

CP_Rofax:
CO: Cmdr, they are not answering our hails...

Pete:
::shakes head no::

CO_Williams:
*CE* Go ahead Lt

XO_Fielding:
Pete: Oh, okay.  ::smiles and watches the Vulcan::

CE_O`Guinn:
*CO*: Sir no luck going to have to cold boot the core.

CO_Williams:
CP: Let the AS do it, he has a way with Cyrpto I think

Pete:
::Looks over at Coonan and nods, goes into the TL and heads to the Fire Control Room::

AS_Khorgh:
CO: Actually the STO was negotiating, sir

CO_Williams:
*CE* Do it, ALL: brace yourself, we will loose power momentarily

SFMC_Col_Coonan:
CO: Pete wants the CE to meet him in Fire Control

CP_Rofax:
CO: Aye sir...  ::returns to his console and tracking the ship::

XO_Fielding:
::shrugs.  Sheesh... people tend to Go Away when she was trying to Analyze them...::

CE_O`Guinn:
*CO*: Aye sir.

STO_Cha`Dak:
::holds the console before him::

CO_Williams:
AS: Right you are, STO: Get me Cyrpto on the line, audio only since half of you are back in uniform.

AS_Khorgh:
::braces himself::

CE_O`Guinn:
::shuts down the computer core taps commands booting it back up reinitializing the systems::

STO_Cha`Dak:
CO: Aye, sir.

XO_Fielding:
::holds on to her non-Pretzel-Fortified chair::

CE_O`Guinn:
*CO*: Rebooting now sir.

STO_Cha`Dak:
::once systems are back online, begins hailing the mysterious ship::

CO_Williams:
*CE* Keep the federation transponder offline

CE_O`Guinn:
*CO*: Aye sir.

Cyrpto:
::pushes button:: This is Cyrpto.....What do you want?

ACTION: system after system recycles and rechecks. as Federation input codes are placed, Federation systems come online.

ACTION: Norton detects a Virus

CE_O`Guinn:
::shuts down the federation transponder as it begins to boot::

STO_Cha`Dak:
COM: Cyrpto: We want our weapons! Weapons we paid good latinum for!!!!!

XO_Fielding:
CO: We can quarantine, delete, or clean.  What should we do, sir?

XO_Fielding:
::points to the "I Love You" Virus::

Cyrpto:
@Sonny: I never recieved money so I left.

CO_Williams:
Computer: Respond comand Authorization Beta 1, this is Commander George Williams, assuming command by order of Admiral  Jonathat Wolfe

CE_O`Guinn:
Self: This just be great. ::starts tapping commands to clear out the virus::

XO_Fielding:
::always thought Prism could do with a bit of love, but this is Ridiculous...::

CO_Williams:
XO: Get that thing out of my computer

ACTION: as Federation Computers restore, display changes to USS Stratus NCC-76235

CE_O`Guinn:
Computer: Locate and isolate virus.

XO_Fielding:
CO: Aye, sir!  ::clicks on "delete"::

Computer:
CE: Acknowledged

XO_Fielding:
::taps her foot wonderig if it would actually work::

AS_Khorgh:
CO: Still no weapons, sir

Computer:
CO: Acknowledged. Commander williams has command of USS Stratus

STO_Cha`Dak:
COM: Cyrpto: You lie, P'taK! Now, take us to the weapons we bought, or we will blast you from the stars!!

S'Cared:
::Whispers:: STO: this Cyrpto has no honor

XO_Fielding:
CO: Norton reports virus is isolated, sir.  ::wonders why it didn't Delete it like she Told it to do.  Sheesh::

STO_Cha`Dak:
::nods in agreement with S'Cared::

CO_Williams:
Computer: Acknowledge Lt April Fielding as Executive officer

Computer:
Lt Fielding has been added as Executive Officer

CO_Williams:
::Tapps in the rest of the crew roster into the computer memory banks::

XO_Fielding:
::cools::

CO_Williams:
XO: I don't know I think I like Infinate Justice better then Stratus?

XO_Fielding:
CO: I do, too, sir.  Maybe Stratus has some Deep Meaning of some kind?

CO_Williams:
CP: How close are we to that fleeing ship?

AS_Khorgh:
*CE* Khorgh to Lt. O'Guinn, we still have no weapons

CO_Williams:
Computer: Bring Weapons systems online

Cyrpto:
@Sonny: I never recieved your payment so I am going to re-sell them.

STO_Cha`Dak:
COM: Cyrpto: This is Klo'ris MaK`TU to Cyrpto! Respond!

CE_O`Guinn:
*AS*: Khorgh I will se what I can do.

CP_Rofax:
CO: Estimated distance is .75ly to the ion trail, sir...

AS_Khorgh:
CO: Sir the ion trail is .75 lightyears away

SFMC_Col_Coonan:
::Eyeballs the CO and XO::

CE_O`Guinn:
::taps commands bringing weapons display up looks over looking for the problem::

XO_Fielding:
::thinks they could get there really fast if she stoked the engines with pretzels...::

CO_Williams:
CP: Persuite course, keep our distance until we can get weapons online

XO_Fielding:
::Eyeballs the Colonel and wonders what makes him tick::

XO_Fielding:
Colonel: So... .what makes YOU tick, sir?

STO_Cha`Dak:
COM: Cyrpto: YINTAGH! I signed for the weapons, you nodded ... and the next thing I know, you are beaming out of the auction and guards are storming the place! You owe me an explanation!

CO_Williams:
XO: maybe you should go down to engineering and give the CE a hand in getting our weapons online

SFMC_Col_Coonan:
XO: my career....nothing stands in my way. I ALWAYS get the job done

CP_Rofax:
CO: Aye sir... pursuit course laid in...  ::initiates and gives chase to the ion trail::

S'Cared:
STO: We should seek out his blood for our revenge!

XO_Fielding:
Colonel: Hmmm, I see.  CO: Aye, sir.  ::ironically steps past the Colonel on her circuitous way to the Turbolift::

Cyrpto:
@Sonny: I owe you nothing........

CE_O`Guinn:
Computer: Level 4 diagnostics on all weapons systems.

XO_Fielding:
Turbolift: Engineering, please.  I trust you know where it is, 'cause I don't.

ACTION: Pete signals for the CE to go to Weapons Control

STO_Cha`Dak:
S'Cared: I have a better idea ......

CO_Williams:
Coonan: I believe we have a mutual aquatance, Captain Adamson had some ah interesting things to say about you in her logs when she returned to SB 71

SFMC_Col_Coonan:
CO: Ahh yes......who can forget Adamson....

CE_O`Guinn:
::enters TL:: Computer: Weapons control.

XO_Fielding:
::arrives in engineering in one piece, seeing as the turbolift took her there::

CP_Rofax:
::begins closing in on ion trail::

CO_Williams:
CO: She is unforgettable, isn't she

XO_Fielding:
::looks around for the CE and doesn't see him:: Turbolift: You took me to the Wrong Place, didn't you.  ::gets back in:: Turbolift: Engineering, and I Mean it!

Computer:
XO: Lt Fielding IS In Main Engineering

CE_O`Guinn:
::exits TL entering Weapons control room.

AS_Khorgh:
:: hits the console lightly:: CO: Sir, the ship os of unknown type and origin

XO_Fielding:
::blinks::

STO_Cha`Dak:
COM: Cyrpto: Listen to me, you son of a targ dropping. I am Klo'ris Mak'TU of the Vorcha-class IKS RakMoog. If you do not lead us to the weapons, we will board your vessel and incarcarate you in a Klingon penal colony for the rest of your life. We have you on sensors.

XO_Fielding:
Turbolift: Oh, sure, that's what you say NOW... but then where's the CE, huh???

ACTION: the CE enters the room to find Pete working n a tangled mess of wires

CE_O`Guinn:
::walks to the control console tapping commands to bring weapons online::

XO_Fielding:
::taps her foot, wondering how she's supposed to follow orders when the Turbolift is holding out on her::

CE_O`Guinn:
::looks over at Pete:: Pete: What the heck are you doing lad? ::walks over looking at the mess of wires::

CP_Rofax:
::continues tracking the ion trail, making slight course adjustments as he goes::

XO_Fielding:
::taps her foot a moment longer, then Frowns:: Computer: Computer, locate Lieutenant O'Quinn.

Computer:
XO: Lt O'Quinn is in Weapons Control

XO_Fielding:
Computer: Waaaaaaaa!!!!!

Cyrpto:
@Sonny: You want the weapons? You can have them if you can find me

XO_Fielding:
::gets back into the turbolift... sheesh...:: Turbolift: Weapons Control, or wherever O'Gruinn's got to now...

Pete:
::taps commands into his "communicator":: Someone tried to hardwire this....it's a mess....

STO_Cha`Dak:
::snarls at the console::

CP_Rofax:
Self: Sounds like an invite to me...  ::continues tracking him::

XO_Fielding:
::arrives at the Weapons Control.  Glares at the turbolift, then peers around::

ACTION: the Stratus enters a gravitational disruption and drops out of warp

CO_Williams:
STO: Your charm isn't winning him over Cha'Dak

CE_O`Guinn:
Pete: Ok lad lets see what we can do. ::pulls tricorder out scanning and looking at the readings::

XO_Fielding:
Turbolift: Okay, whatever it is I said to Annoy you, I take it back!  Quit Shaking like that!

CO_Williams:
CP: What was that?

CP_Rofax:
CO: Sir, we have just drop out of warp...

STO_Cha`Dak:
CO: My apologies sir. I am ... unused .... to diplomacy.

AS_Khorgh:
::Tries to maintain lock on the ion trail::

XO_Fielding:
::goes into Weapons Control and sees Pete and O'Guinn::

CP_Rofax:
::continuing::  CO:  It appears we have encountered a gravitational disruption...

STO_Cha`Dak:
AS: Do we have his vessel on sensors yet?

CO_Williams:
CP: Get us back to Warp

XO_Fielding:
CE/Pete: Hi.  Did you need some... wow, lots of wires here.

Pete:
::Shakes his head as he tries to test each circuit::

AS_Khorgh:
STO: Yes, sir ... but it is of unknown type

CE_O`Guinn:
XO: Ma'am we have a bloody mess here. Some idiot tried to hand wire the controls.

STO_Cha`Dak:
AS: Can we lock weapons?

CP_Rofax:
CO: Aye sir...  I'm already on it...  ::begins rapidly working through a level 4 diagnostic::

AS_Khorgh:
STO: We still have no weapons, sir

XO_Fielding:
CE: Smart.  ::approaches the Big Mess and starts putting some wires together.  Thinks she should send a recommendation to SFE to start colour-coding their wires::

CO_Williams:
Computer: Are secondary weapons control circuits intact?

CP_Rofax:
::with his free hand, uses his secondary console to begin level 3 diagnostic::

ACTION: the XO cross wires a live and is sent flying backwards

Computer:
CO: Negative

XO_Fielding:
Wire: Hey!  Owie!  You quit that!

AS_Khorgh:
CO/STO: but we are not falling behin, which means they have no warp either, sir

STO_Cha`Dak:
CO/AS: Can we beam aboard?

XO_Fielding:
::staggers to her feet::

CE_O`Guinn:
::watches the XO go flying back:: XO: Ma'am you have to watch which wires you connect.

CO_Williams:
Self: Maybe we can put someone in a space suite and throw Houdini Mines at them

CP_Rofax:
::continues tracking the vessel, while mashing through the diagnostics::

XO_Fielding:
CE: I see that, sir.  It would help if they had colour-coding, but noooooooo...

XO_Fielding:
::mutters::

CE_O`Guinn:
::looks at the mess again points to a wire:: Pete: Connect that wire up there lad.

CO_Williams:
AS: Can you get a transporter lock on the occupants of that ship, if we get close enough?

AS_Khorgh:
CO/STO:  I will try sir

CE_O`Guinn:
XO: Aye that it would but SF has to do things to bloody hard way.

Pete:
::Connects a wire and mas the circuit and smiles::

XO_Fielding:
CE: I guess they need smart gents like you working here.  ::smiles::

CP_Rofax:
CO: Sir, perhaps an anti-graviton pulse from the deflector dish will free us from our current dilema...

AS_Khorgh:
:: starts putting in commands to get signal locks of the passangers::

AS_Khorgh:
CO: Aye, sir

Pete:
(Forward Dorsal Phaser Array online)

XO_Fielding:
*CO* Sir, there's not much I could do down here... the controls are a mess, and I just about electrocuted myself, and someone else may be next... permission to return to the Bridge?

CO_Williams:
CP: Make it so

CE_O`Guinn:
XO: I started in this out fit as an enlisted. I learned alot through those years.

CO_Williams:
*XO* If the Ce doesn't need you I can always use your help up here.

XO_Fielding:
CE: I can well imagine.  ::smiles::

AS_Khorgh:
::begins to smile:: Self: Yes... CO/STO: we have Forward Dorsal Phasers

CP_Rofax:
CO: Aye sir... ::punches in command codes and focuses deflector dish toward the source::

Pete:
::Begins to Shrink Wrap the circuits he just fixed::

STO_Cha`Dak:
AS: Can you get a weapons lock on the vessel?

XO_Fielding:
*CO* Acknowledged, sir.  I think he'll get a lot more done without me here, sir.  ::pounces over to the turbolift:: CE: It's been real, but I'd just as soon not get fried again....  ::smiles, waves, and disappears::

CO_Williams:
ALL: Well thats a start, AS; Can you take there shields down with that?

CP_Rofax:
::initiates anti-graviton pulse from the main deflector::

CE_O`Guinn:
::looks at the mess of wires again. takes one and connects it to the relay box::

STO_Cha`Dak:
::attempts to id the vessel::

XO_Fielding:
Turbolift: Bridge.  Take me there or else.

AS_Khorgh:
::locks onto the ship:: CO/STO: I think so sir

ACTION: a Red hull can be seen on Viewer

CE_O`Guinn:
::takes the next wire looks it over placing it to the side takes the next wire hands it to Pete:: Pete: Connect this one there. ::points to the locations::

CP_Rofax:
::eyes turn toward the viewer::  Self: Got 'em....

CO_Williams:
STO: Looks like our Constelation, can you confirm?

Pete:
::Nods and connects the wire, and traces 3 more leads::

XO_Fielding:
::arrives at the Bridge:: Turbolift: Thanks, buddy.  ::steps out and goes to her seat::

CO_Williams:
XO: I like what you have done with your hair.

SFMC_Col_Coonan:
CO: that looks like the ship that imploded that planet...it is moving towards the last location of the ion trail

STO_Cha`Dak:
CO: Sir, Starfleet database contains nothing comparible to this vessel. We have no record of it.

AS_Khorgh:
CO: Ready to fire, sir.

XO_Fielding:
CO: Gee, thanks, sir.  

XO_Fielding:
::thinks that, between electric singes and phaser fire, her hair ought to grow back curly soon::

ACTION: the pulse defies the vessel's location, the red ship is within intercept range

CE_O`Guinn:
Pete: With any luck lad we might get the weapons up before christmas. ::takes the next set of wires looking at the conlose reaches in the bag pulling out a wiring harness quickly connects the wires and plugs it in::

ACTION: the Torpedo bay door opens and force field comes online

XO_Fielding:
::thinks the red ship looks awfully disgusting.  It's not supposed to be RED like that...:

CO_Williams:
*CE* We be needing weapons soon Lt

STO_Cha`Dak:
CO: Should I try hailing Cyrpto again?

CP_Rofax:
::begins making best speed to intercept::  CO: Sir, I believe we can close the distance to the vessel rather quickly....

CE_O`Guinn:
*CO* Try now sir.

Pete:
::grins::

CO_Williams:
AS: Give me a tactical analysis of the Constelation,

Pete:
::Points to the tangled wired and makes the letter T with his fingers::

XO_Fielding:
::wonders where the Saginaw's got to...::

AS_Khorgh:
CO: with our weapons out we are no match with this science vessel, sir

CP_Rofax:
Self: 7 phaser arrays... 4 torpedo launchers.... I hope it's enough...  if we ever get them on-line.....

XO_Fielding:
CP: Incidentally, you don't happen to know where the Saginaw is, do you?

CO_Williams:
AS: Scan them, I need to know there weapons status

CE_O`Guinn:
::pulls T harness out handing it to  Pete:: Pete: Try this lad. ::grins reaching in the bag pulling another harness out::

AS_Khorgh:
CO: Aye, sir

AS_Khorgh:
::scanns the consellation class ship::

Pete:
::tests and twists wires, and waits for the indicator light::

CO_Williams:
Colonell: Its the anticipation of battle that gets to me, how about you?

SFMC_Col_Coonan:
CO: Me aswell......you will have weapons....trust me

XO_Fielding:
::realises that her Object of Analysis is present in the same room again!  Yay!::

CE_O`Guinn:
::connects another series of wires to the harness plugging into the the main junction. stands up looking at the console::

ACTION: Number One Torpedo Light flashes on the Tac Console. the Tube is Cold

CO_Williams:
Colonell: I have all the confidence in my CE and you have confidence in yours, sounds good to me.

XO_Fielding:
::eyeballs the Colonel::

Pete:
::Connects more wires and watches as Number Two light comes on::

CP_Rofax:
XO: Lt?  ::eyes her oddly::  It is docked in the shuttlebay....

AS_Khorgh:
CO: number 1 Torpedo tube online but cold, sir

XO_Fielding:
CP: Oh... it is?

CO_Williams:
AS: Warm her up

Cyrpto:
@COM: Constellation: This Cyrpto..........

XO_Fielding:
::puzzles::

CP_Rofax:
XO: Affirmative...  it docked before we left..

XO_Fielding:
CP: Oh.  Oh, I see.  Thanks much.

AS_Khorgh:
::warms TT up:: CO: Allredy underways, sir

Pete:
::points to the Empty tubes and makes a fish sign::

STO_Cha`Dak:
CO: Should we respond, sir?

CP_Rofax:
XO: Aye Lt....  ::puzzled at her line of questioning::

CE_O`Guinn:
Pete: We be getting there lad. ::takes out another harness handing to Pete:: Connect those wires there to this and plug it into the the relay box.

Pete:
::connects more wires::

CE_O`Guinn:
::keys in commands for loading the torpedo tubes::

CO_Williams:
AS: I hate to ask this, but please tell me that Swordman left us some torpedoes, thay where supposed to be part of the bargin

SFMC_Col_Coonan:
::Ears perk:: the Swordsman was there?

AS_Khorgh:
CO: I sure hope so , sir ...

CO_Williams:
Coonan: He sold me this fine vessel

STO_Cha`Dak:
CO: Checking now, sir.

CE_O`Guinn:
*CO* Sir you should have two hot topedo launchers now.

CO_Williams:
*CE* Thank you Lt.  ::breaths a sigh of relief::

STO_Cha`Dak:
CO: Sir, we have twelve torpedos on standby.

AS_Khorgh:
CO: The scan revieals that the red color is additional armor and it also has been heavily armed, we are definetly no match for them even with weapons folly functional, sir

CE_O`Guinn:
Pete: OK lad lets get the forward phaser array up.

CE_O`Guinn:
::takes out two wiring harnesses starts connecting wires plugs them both in::

CP_Rofax:
Self: 12?  That should slow them down...

CO_Williams:
AS: Can we establish a COM link to there computer, see if the Federation computer is still onboard and try and reinitialize it?

XO_Fielding:
::ewwwwwwws.  If they had to get armor, did they *have* to make it red?  That's so... so... bloody!::
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